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mega man x: command mission japanese cover and promo art. game information developer(s): capcom production studio 3 publisher(s): capcom director(s): yoshinori takenaka rie
suzuki (art) junpei mizusaki (animation) producer(s): tatsuya kitabayashi koji nakajima tatsuya minami (general) artist(s): ryuji higurashi composers(s): shinya okada yuko

komiyama seiko kobuchi platform(s): playstation 2, gamecube release date(s): july 29, 2004 september 21, 2004 november 19, 2004 after the throat fucking, i was very curious
what the guys from x moon productions had prepared for me further in the xstoryplayer story. i dont want to spoil the fun for you, so i wont tell you what happens next, but i will

hint that there is all kinds of fucking, threesomes, girl on girl action and creatures out of this space for all the hentai fans out there. oh, and when you finish a quest and fuck a girl,
you can replay it anytime in the fast sex mode. in xstoryplayer story mode, you choose one a few characters with different quest lines. the first quest you will be in the shoes of a

geek that works in his lab, doing experiments. in the beginning, there is a quest with a lot of valves and synchronizing some servers that took me around 2 hours to complete. i will
be frank with you, it was frustrating. after taking a look at the walkthrough in the game wiki, everything came in place, and i got to the next scene. (i am a stubborn mother fucker

that doesnt like game walkthroughs at all, and this usually costs me a lot of time.
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im enjoying it, there are lots
of ways to play and lots of
things to do. you could get
the girls to take off their

clothes for you, which will
allow you to feel their sexy
skin. you could also watch
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them play with their sex toys
and masturbate with them.
you could watch them get
fucked by their boyfriends
and fuck them, which gives

you the chance to have
some lesbian fun. you could
also do a threesome or get

four girls to have sex
together, with you in the
middle. if you dont like

reading about sex, then you
could have sex with the girls.

you could give them a
blowjob, finger them, use a
vibrator on them, and fuck
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them. if you like it, you can
continue playing to have

more fun. it is a very good
game, that has got

everything and it is really
fun! i recommend this game
to anyone that wants to try a
porn game, and that wants

to learn more about sex. with
xplayer you play erotic

stories of different nature.
you can chat with girls

through a dating site. go into
the city and meet them at

public places. once a
relationship with a girl is
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established you can take it
to the next level. dont rush
things, when a girl lets you

know things are going to fast
be careful not to force it. if
you messed up, no worries,
just reload the game from
the last save point and try

again (i wish that was
possible in real life). some
girls are more kinky than

others and may surprise you
in their fantasies. once a girl
is fully won over she is your

love toy for life. with
xstoryplayer you play erotic
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stories of different nature.
you can chat with girls

through a dating site. go into
the city and meet them at

public places. once a
relationship with a girl is

established you can take it
to the next level. dont rush
things, when a girl lets you

know things are going to fast
be careful not to force it. if
you messed up, no worries,
just reload the game from
the last save point and try

again (i wish that was
possible in real life). some
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girls are more kinky than
others and may surprise you
in their fantasies. once a girl
is fully won over she is your
love toy for life. 5ec8ef588b
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